
PSC205 (Spring 2012): Problem Set 8 Solutions

PSC 205

April 20, 2012

The grades for this homework were relatively low. You should review
this section for the tests. Some of the common mistakes were:

• Not stating the hypotheses correctly.

• Not stating what the rejection region was. The rejection region is
defined in terms of the test-statistic.

• Using z-scores instead of t-scores in problem 2.

• Calculating the standard errors of differences incorrectly by not squar-
ing the individual terms before taking the square root.

• Not using the pooled standard error in the test of the difference in
proportions.

1 Problem 1

• The null hypothesis and alternative hypotheses are.

H0 : π = 0.50 (1)
Ha : π 6= 0.50 (2)

• The test statistic for a proportion is

z =
p̂− π0
se0

(3)

se0 =
√
π0(1− π0)/n (4)
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Since n = 0, π0 = 0.50 and π̂ = 0.51, the test statistic is

z = (0.51− 0.50)/

√
0.50 · 0.50

1014
(5)

≈ 0.6369 (6)

z.1 <- (0.51 - 0.5)/sqrt(0.5 * 0.5/1014)
z.1

## [1] 0.6369

• The rejection region for a significance level of 0.01 is |z| ≥ 2.58. I
cannot reject the null hypothesis that 49 percent of Americans op-
pose the individual mandate, because the test statistic 0.63 falls within
(−2.58, 2.58).

• The p-value of the test statistic is about 0.52.

2 * pnorm(-abs(z.1))

## [1] 0.5242

If you used p = 0.47. The z-score was -1.91. You still cannot reject the
null. And the p-value is 0.056.

z.1a <- (0.47 - 0.5)/sqrt(0.5 * 0.5/1014)
z.1a

## [1] -1.911

2 * pnorm(-abs(z.1a))

## [1] 0.05606
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2 Problem 2

1. The null and alternative hypotheses are,

H0 : µ = 5.5 (7)
Ha : µ 6= 5.5 (8)

2. The mean, standard deviation, and number of observations are as fol-
lows,

load("../../data/psc205.rda")
height <- psc205$height_ft + (psc205$height_in/12)
height.n <- length(height)
height.n

## [1] 28

height.mean <- mean(height)
height.mean

## [1] 5.768

height.sd <- sd(height)
height.sd

## [1] 0.3667

3. The test statistic is 3.87. The formula for the test statistic for the
mean are,

t =
ȳ − µ0

s√
n

. (9)

Since ȳ = 5.77, µ0 = 5.75, n = 28 and s = 0.37,

t =
5.77− 5.5

0.37√
28

(10)

= 3.87 (11)
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(height.mean - 5.5)/(height.sd/sqrt(height.n))

## [1] 3.866

4. The rejection region for a significance is 0.05 and a degrees of freedom
of 27 is |t| ≥ 2.77. Since 3.87 > 2.77, I can reject that the average
student has a height of 5 feet 6 inches.

5. The p-value of the test-statistic is 0.0006.

2 * pt(-abs(3.87), df = 27)

## [1] 0.0006236

3 Problem 3

For this question pm = 0.58, nm = 513 (men) and pw = 0.46, nw = 501
(women)

3.1 Part 1

The 99 percent confidence interval is [0.04, 0.20].

(pm − pw)± 2.58

(
pm(1− pm)

nm
+
pw(1− pw)

nw

)
(12)

= 0.58− 0.46± 2.58

(
0.58(1− 0.58)

513
+

0.46(1− 0.46)

501

) 1
2

(13)

= 0.031 (14)

p2 <- 0.58
p1 <- 0.46
n2 <- 513
n1 <- 501
se3 <- sqrt((0.58 * (1 - 0.58)/513 + 0.46 * (1 -

0.46)/501))
se3
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## [1] 0.03116

me3 <- se3 * 2.58
me3

## [1] 0.08038

(0.58 - 0.46) + c(-me3, me3)

## [1] 0.03962 0.20038

3.2 Part 3

• The null and alternative hypotheses are

H0 = pm − pw = 0 (15)
Ha = pm − pw 6= 0 (16)

• The standard error in the difference of proportions for a hypothesis
test uses the pooled point estimate p̂.

p.pooled.3 <- (p1 * n1 + p2 * n2)/(n1 + n2)
p.pooled.3

## [1] 0.5207

se.3.pooled <- sqrt(p.pooled.3 * (1 - p.pooled.3) *
(1/513 + 1/501))

se.3.pooled

## [1] 0.03138

• The test statistic is z = 3.82.

z.3 <- (p2 - p1)/se.3.pooled
z.3

## [1] 3.824
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• Yes, i can reject that men and women equally oppose the individual
mandate because |z| = 3.82 > 2.58.

• The p-value is 0.0001,

2 * pnorm(-abs(z.3))

## [1] 0.0001312

The

4 Problem 4

4.1 Part 1

There are 62 SOPA supporters. Their entertainment contributions have a
mean of 74,395 and a standard deviation of 126,975.

load("../../data/sopa.rda")
supporter.n <- sum(sopa$supporter)
supporter.n

## [1] 62

supporter.mean <- mean(sopa$entertainment[sopa$supporter])
supporter.mean

## [1] 74396

supporter.sd <- sd(sopa$entertainment[sopa$supporter])
supporter.sd

## [1] 126975

There are 182 SOPA opponents. Their entertainment contributions have
a mean of 19,669 and a standard deviation of 32,136.

non.n <- sum(!sopa$supporter)
non.n

## [1] 187
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non.mean <- mean(sopa$entertainment[!sopa$supporter])
non.mean

## [1] 19669

non.sd <- sd(sopa$entertainment[!sopa$supporter])
non.sd

## [1] 32137

4.2 Part 2

The confidence interval of the difference between entertainment contributions
of SOPA supporters and non-supporters is [22, 786, 86, 667].

se.4 <- sqrt(non.sd^2/non.n + supporter.sd^2/supporter.n)
se.4

## [1] 16296

mean.4 <- (supporter.mean - non.mean)
mean.4 + 1.96 * c(-se.4, se.4)

## [1] 22786 86667

4.3 Part 3

• The null and alternative hypotheses are

H0 = µ = 0 (17)
Ha = µ 6= 0 (18)

• The standard error in the difference of means is the same as the stan-
dard error for the confidence intervals.

• The test statistic is z = 3.36.

z <- mean.4/se.4
z

## [1] 3.358
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• Yes, because z is greater than the critical value of 1.96 for α = 0.05.

• The p-value is < 0.001.

2 * pnorm(-abs(z))

## [1] 0.0007843
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